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“He threw off his shirt and jumped into the canal”. It
can be written as .............
1. Throwing off his shirt, he jumped into the canal
2. He threw off his shirt to jump into the canal
3. After throwing off his shirt, he jumped into the canal
4. He jumped into the canal by throwing off his shirt

62. Sheela used to go to college by bus. It means
1. Sheela was going to college by bus now
2. Sheela does not go to college by bus now
3. Sheela has been going to college by bus now
4. Sheela uses to go to college by bus now

63. Choose the sentence which is not correct according
to grammar rules.
1. Our friends have arrived. They are standing out side
now
2. Be quick, the movie is about begin
3. If you mix red and white, you get pink
4. none of the above

64. Choose the wrong preposition usage sentence
1. He paid Rs. 500 towards tution fee
2. He compares me with a computer
3. He entered into an agreement
4. none of the above

65. “Would you eat a let of sweets when you were young?”
The above sentence denotes .................
1. past habits 2. request
3. past ability 4. offer

66. They seldom come here.” (the underlined part is ....)
1. Verb 2. Adjective
3. Noun 4. Adverb

67. Her father is a painter and ......... singer
Choose the suitable word to fill the blank
1. a 2. an
3. the 4. no article required

68. Choose the correct sentence of the following
1. My home work has has just completed
2. My home work completed two hours ago
3. My home work has been completed
4. My home work is completing now

69. Match the following
a. Autocracy p. Government by the rich
b. Plutocracy q. Government by the nobles
c. aristocracy r. Government by clergy men
d. Theocracy s. Government by one person

t. Government by officials

1. a-s, b-p, c-q, d-r 2. a-s, b-q, c-p, d-t
3. a-t, b-p, c-q, d-r 4. a-t, b-q, c-p, d-t

70. The man who takes away another man’s freedom is a
prisoner.
In the above sentence the underlined part is .........
1. Non - Defining Relative Clause
2. Defining Relativie Clause
3. Adverbal Clause
4. Independent Clause

71. (i) I didn’t work hard
(ii) I didn’t pass the exam
 If you combine the above two sentences you may
get
1. If I work hard, I will pass the exam
2. If I had worked hard, I would have passed the
exam
3. If I worked hard, I would  pass the exam
4. Unless I work hard, I will not pass the exam

72. I was born free
Choose the most appropriate meaning of the above
underlined word
1. able to act will 2. having personal rights
3. costing nothing 4. not subjected to constraints
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73. Before she married him, she ..................
1. had a necklace 2. had had a necklace
3. has a necklace 4. has had a necklace

74. The goverment is planning to set .......... family welfare
centers for slums in cities
1. in 2. up
3. for 4. of

75. The truck was ............... the traffic and the police
man asked the driver to move off
1. disturbing 2. hiding
3. obriating 4. obstructing

76. Choose the sentence which doesn’t have the gerund
1. Walking makes healthy and wealthy
2. Swimming is good for health
3. The north wind ceased roaring
4. It is singing a song

77. According to the rules for changing Direct into Indi-
rect speech, which of the following is not correct
1. Simple past tense changes to Past perfect
2. Yesterday changes to ‘the day before’
3. First person pronouns changes to third person pro-
nouns
4. none of the above

78. Choose the grammatically acceptable sentence
1. He was surprised at your performance
2. He was surprised by your  performance
3. He was surprised with your performance
4. He was surprised  to your performance

79. “Now, it is 10 ‘o’ clock, the work has not been com-
pleted yet.”
The above sentence means
1. It’s time the work complete
2. It’s time the work completed
3. It’s time the work was completed
4. It’s time the work is completed

80. “Ashoka is one of the bravest kings in the world”. It
means
1. There are a few kings in the world who are as brave
as Ashoka
2. Ashoka is not only the bravest king in the world
3. Ashoka is braver than most other kings in the world
4. all above

 (81-84) Read the following passage and answer the
questions.
  Dance is an art form that generally refers to move-
ment of the body, usually rhythmic and to music, used
as a form of expression, social interaction or presented
in a spiritualor performance setting. Gymnastics,
figure skating and synchronized swimming are sports
that incorporate dance, while martial arts kata are of-
ten compared to dances motion in ordinarily inani-
mate objectives may also be described as dances (the
leaves dances in the wind).
 Every dance no matter what style, has something in
common. It not only involves flexibility and body
movement, but also physics. If the proper physics is
not taken into consideration injures may occur,
Chorcography is the art of  creating dances. The per-
son who creates (i.e choreographs) a dance is known
as the choreographer.
 Dance has certainly been an important part of cer-
emony, rituals, celebrations and entertainment since
the birth of the earliest human civilizations. Archcology
delivers trace of dance from prehistoric times such as
the 9,000 years old Rock shelters of Bhimbcika paint-
ing in India and Egyptian tomb painting depicting danc-
ing figures from circa 3300 BC.
 Once of the earliest structured uses of dances may
have been in the performance and in the telling of
myths. Before the production of written languages
dance was one of the methods of passing these sto-
ries down from generation to generation.

81. An art form in which people move ........... is called
dance.
1. spiritually 2. rhythmically
3. expressingly 4. humorously

82. While writing in a poetic mood, the writer may use
the world dance to describe the .......... of some ob-
ject
1. movement 2. beauty
3. rhythm 4. velocity

83. To avoid being hurt one should consider the ...........
of object and its movement while dancing
1. flexibility 2. style
3. physics 4. body movement
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84. Before the script of writing was produced, dance used
to be a ......... from one generation to another
1. mode of passing information
2. mode of passing stories
3. mode of sharing experience
4. mode of narrating events

85. Choose the word which carries the correct stress mark
1. examination 2. examination

3. examination 4. examination
86. “Could you lend me your bike”

The above sentence would get .............
1. Rising intonation
2. Falling intonation
3. Falling - Rising intonation
4. Rising - Falling intonation

87. According to Bloom’s taxonomy, ‘understand’ is de-
fined as ..............
1. remembering of previously learned
2. ability to use learned material in new and concrete
situation
3. ability to grasp the meaning of learned
4. ability to judge the value of material

88. When the readers want to review and then choose
the relevant information and discard the irrelevent in-
formation which of the below should be done
1. skipping 2. skimming
3. scanning 4. intensive reading

89. As the learners of English move to higher classes ..........
1. their productive vocabulary becomes their recep-
tive vocabulary
2. their vocabulary for active use becomes their vo-
cabulary for passive recognition
3. their active vocabulary becomes their passive vo-
cabulary
4. their receptive vocabulary becomes their produc-
tive vocabulary

90. The activity of ‘Role - Play’ .............
1. involve two pupils listening to another pupil
2. adds interest and humor to the pupil’s learning
3. involves three pupils listening to the teacher
4. involves the teacher and the entire class
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